Activities and time schedule

• Activities 2013 / 2014
• Network developments
• Awareness rising
• Campaigns
• Finally
Activities 2013

• March 25th to 29th **Tunis No to NATO workshop**
• April 22nd / May 8th **NPT Conference Geneva No to NATO workshop**
• 14th May Ireland **Anti NATO event** participation of the Network No to NATO
• Juno 2013 **G8 Northern Ireland**: activities to be discussed
• June 7th /8th **Alter summer “another Europe – now”** Athens workshop to NATO and military spending or economic crisis and militarization
• August **Nuclear weapons** Hiroshima, Büchel Germany
• September 1st and 2nd **international day of Peace**
• October 11-13 **Afghanistan conference** Strasbourg
  No to War - No to NATO main organizer
• October 20th **Anti nuclear weapons** action in Bruxelles (national)
• 2013/2014 may be **Drones conference** in GB
Activities 2014

- 2014 100 years anniversary world war one. Many national and international actions
- 2014 June Sarajevo peace events: workshops and active participation
- 2014 Counter summit to the NATO summit (Turkey? Greece?): creating a working group
- 2013/2014 Mexico: Anti nuclear weapons event following Oslo workshop to NATO and nuclear strategy
- 2014 next annual meeting
  - Ideas up to now: Spain, Sarajevo, Montenegro
- 2014/2015 Africa and NATO conference in Africa
Network Development

• Website no-to-NATO.org
• Contact member organisations
• New members above all in the east and the south
• Website with international and national calendar of activities
• Working groups: old and may be new ones
• Communication struct
Awareness rising

• a. to the NATO question in the peace movement

• b. in the general public
Campaigns

- Anti Drones campaign (national and may be international)
  - i.e. USA in April
- Anti nuclear weapons campaign: strategizing
- Reduction of military spending: Disarmament for Development
- Economy and war
- Whistleblower and support against criminalization
- Missile Defence
- NATO and the North
Development of resources

• Ressource to Gobal Day Against Military Spending (GDAMS)
• publication on global NATO for next counter summit
Finally

• press release about the annual meeting

Thank you!